
Q3 Update to the 2018 Investment 
Outlook: Markets and Economies 
“Trading Places”

With Eddie Murphy, Dan Aykroyd and Jamie Lee Curtis in the cast,  
how could a movie about a bet between two commodities brokers  

that results in down-on-his-luck Murphy “trading places” with a successful  
Aykroyd not be a hilarious modern day version of Mark Twain’s classic  
novel The Prince and the Pauper? Trade and change also dominate the  
headlines in the fourth quarter of 2018.

Starting with Europe, there is yet to be a resolution to the Brexit deal.  
Although the March 2019 deadline may be extended, given all of the  
ratifications required, the remaining time for discussion and negotiation  
is rapidly expiring. The new coalition in Italy is breaking ranks with the  
European Union (EU) in hopes of increasing deficit spending to support  
its local economy, while the German-led European Commission has pushed  
back, insisting upon greater austerity. In another major twist, Angela Merkel  
announced that at the next election in 2021 she will not seek re-election as  
German Chancellor, a post she has held since 2005. With seven EU member  
countries holding their own national elections between now and the European  
Parliament vote in May of 2019, there is rising uncertainty regarding those  
outcomes. Additionally, despite accommodative monetary policy, gross  
domestic product (GDP) growth in the eurozone has slowed and is clocking in at nearly half the pace of 2017.

Japan, the other major part of the non-U.S. developed world, is largely stagnant at this point with massive amounts of 
stimulus resulting in very modest growth, and inflation below target levels. With Prime Minister Shinzo Abe firmly in 
control, there are indications that planned hikes for consumption taxes will be implemented despite their possible 
dampening effects on consumer spending. On a positive note for trade, the Japan-led Trans-Pacific Partnership appears 
to be moving forward with Canada, Mexico, New Zealand and Singapore ratifying. Another new-generation trade 
agreement was also approved in Q3, this one between Japan and the EU.

In recent issues of Investment Outlook we have been modestly bullish on non-U.S. developed equity as well as international 
small cap due to a combination of attractive valuations and prospects for continued improvements in growth, especially 
in the eurozone. With that growth now appearing to slow and amid rising political uncertainty, Segal Rogerscasey Canada 
believes that over the next 12 to 18 months the potential advantages for these areas may be offset by those concerns. 
Consequently, we now have a more neutral view, relative to our long-term assumptions, regarding their potential performance. 
With the pace of growth moderating, it appears that accommodative interest rate policies are likely to continue in both 
the eurozone and Japan. Therefore, we maintain our perspective that non-U.S. core bonds are likely to struggle to 
achieve long-term expected returns within that environment. 
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In the U.S., there are several examples of trade and change influencing investors. While the Federal Reserve  
(the Fed) continues its rate-rising policy in order to achieve neutral rates and restrain economic excesses, the 
fiscal policy involving expenditures and tax cuts seeks to stimulate the economy, and thus these two important 
influences have effectively traded places. This exchange has produced some scenes where the actors have 
certainly demonstrated different perspectives on their respective roles. After the November midterm elections,  
a divided Congress will have unknown consequences for the economy and markets. The U.S. stock market has 
also seen change — in both greater volatility as well as a negative response to expected conditions, despite 
relatively favourable earnings prospects for many companies. Perhaps the most important change has been the 
U.S.’s adoption of a less globalist approach to relationships with other nations including both trade and foreign 
policy. With the intent of leveling the playing field via tariffs on foreign exports or unilateral action with regard to 
existing accords from Iran to climate change, it is much too early to predict the impact of this approach despite 
what has been bandied about by everyone watching and forecasting. The one certainty regarding this development 
is that uncertainty abounds, which should not come as a surprise when a multi-decade expectation of behavior is 
turned somewhat upside down. 

In short, looking at the U.S. equity markets, stocks were generally overvalued relative to long-term norms at  
the end of Q3. The economy continues to be strong with GDP above trend, inflation in line with targets, and 
unemployment at extremely low levels. There has been a modest uptick in productivity and labour force participation, 
but not enough to declare those issues behind us. The strength of the U.S. dollar and the potential result of some 
of the tariffs cause concern for future earnings and exports. Housing starts are looking anemic. Yet consumer 
balance sheets are attractive, confidence is high, and businesses’ capital expenditures are on the upswing. These 
factors, along with the overall political environment, lead us to continue our neutral stance on U.S. equity, with no 
preference for large or small, relative to our long-term return assumptions. With the expectation of moderate and 
measured increases in interest rates by the Fed, we hold to our view that U.S. core bonds will continue to modestly 
disappoint. With spreads so razor-thin for the higher-yielding segments of the bond markets, we are neutral 
across the board, except for private and structured credit where very selective investments can achieve attractive 
returns, in our view, despite the increasing fundraising which may drive down that advantage going forward. 

The emerging world is also in the midst of managing through several “trading places” scenarios. In Brazil, the 
far-right candidate Jair Bolsonaro easily won the election to the presidency of that economically troubled nation. 
Koreans on both sides of the demilitarized zone have acted to remove some of the mines planted on the borders 
of the two countries as a sign of improving relations (noting that the estimated number of mines is stated at some 
2 million). Turkey, one of the fastest-growing emerging economies in recent years, has stumbled as its debt-fueled 
growth has created high levels of inflation coupled with substantial fiscal and current account deficits. Turkish 
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s insistence on keeping a low-interest-rate policy and the tariff-related additional 
decline of the lira only exacerbate these problems. After experiencing seven consecutive quarters of negative GDP 
growth, Russia posted seven consecutive quarters of positive economic growth, aided by recovered oil prices. 
And finally there is China — seeking to switch from an investment-led economy to one driven by consumption; 
aiming to ascend from an emerging economy to a global powerhouse; and, given growth in military spending  
and incursions in the South China Sea, also looking to be a major player on the world stage in every sense of the 
phrase. Notable increases in Chinese indebtedness and trade friction with the U.S. are substantially offset by still 
massive reserves and a depreciated currency that makes their exports cheaper for many foreign buyers. While we 
continue to note that emerging markets cannot be viewed through a single lens, we believe that a combination of 
higher growth rates, reasonable market valuations, the opportunity for advantageous participation in improvements 
in productivity, and better overall balance sheets, compels us to be supportive of both the debt and equity in this 
asset class. As always, we remind investors that volatility is a constant challenge for those without the stomach 
for these rollercoaster markets. 

For the alternative/illiquid markets, generalization is even more difficult, especially given the breadth of underlying 
options and the wide divergence between top and bottom quartile managers. On average, we see market 
dislocations and diverging policies as favourable for a number of strategies such as multi-asset class strategies 
(MACS) and non-directional hedge funds. While private equity has been saddled with large amounts of dry powder1 
and the specter of higher borrowing costs, strong liquidity and generally positive economic environments are 
supportive. Real estate in more value-add and opportunistic markets and property types provide a nice mix of 
diversification, income and potential yield. In infrastructure, there are many investors seeking to add to their positions, 
but the need for projects has likely never been greater. Certain farmland investments, such as those that produce 
soybeans and hogs, have been hurt by tariffs, although some level of U.S. subsidy may mitigate part of this impact. 
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1  Dry powder is capital raised that hasn’t yet been invested.

The material contained herein is intended as a general market commentary for distribution to investment professionals 
and fiduciaries only. This is not intended for retail use or distribution. It is for informational purposes only and is 
intended solely for the person to whom it is delivered by Segal Rogerscasey Canada. Opinions expressed herein are 
those of Segal Rogerscasey Canada and the Investment Committee of Segal Marco Advisors, the U.S. affiliate of 
Segal Rogerscasey Canada, as of October 2018, when the Q3 2018 Investment Outlook was written. These opinions 
are subject to change and may differ from those of other Segal Rogerscasey Canada employees and affiliates. Past 
performance is not a guarantee of future results. Not all investment ideas referenced are suitable for all investors  
and each investor must consider their specific goals, objectives, liquidity, and risk preferences in making decisions 
regarding the applicability of these ideas to their own circumstances. Additional disclosures are provided at the 
bottom of the last page of this publication.

In general, commodity-based investments should benefit from a long period of unfavourable investor sentiment 
causing attractive pricing, yet slowing global growth will be a headwind. The only modification of our perspective 
on alternatives over the next 12-18 months is that we are slightly bearish on timber relative to our long-term 
expectations. Higher mortgage rates and other influences should be problematic for housing starts in the U.S., and 
there is some degree of oversupply as well. More detail is provided on all asset classes on pages 7–10.

In the movie Trading Places, two unlikely allies, Louis and Billy Ray, outwit the wagering and wealthy Duke 
brothers’ plan to profit from illegally gained information affecting orange juice futures, resulting in the two pairs 
“trading places” on the commodities trading floor. The Dukes fell into poverty, while Louis and Billy Ray ended up 
rich. While in reality all four of these individuals would likely spend some time before a grand jury, this comedy 
ends well for those being taken advantage of and the bad guys lose everything. In the capital markets, as we near 
the close of 2018, we have experienced similar reversals. Rates are going up instead of the several-decade 
period where they were going down. Stocks are lower after a long period of rarely moving in any direction but up. 
Political change has taken hold on a broad scale, and a fairly universal view that a global approach to trade and 
relations will create a tide that lifts all boats is being called into question. The happy ending that characterized 
Trading Places (unless you were the Duke brothers — and don’t ask about what happened to their accomplice 
Mr. Beeks) does not seem quite so likely as we look forward to 2019, but then a complete reversal of fortune 
appears equally remote. One message from the flick does rise to the level of a high degree of certainty: there are 
going to be winners and losers. Let’s hope the good guys win. 
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Outlook for Canada

The Bank of Canada (BoC) hiked interest rates 25 basis points (bps) during Q3 and again in October, moving 
Canada’s overnight rate to 1.75 percent. The announcement of a revised North American free trade deal (on the 
last day of Q3) that will be swapped in for NAFTA, known as the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement 
(USMCA), a resolution 14 months in the making, has alleviated some trade uncertainty. The economic outlook in 
Canada is positive, with GDP growth coming in at 2.9 percent in Q2, underpinned by increased business 
demand and exports. 

The West Texas Intermediate (WTI) oil price slightly declined in Q3 to $73.40 USD. The price gap between the 
WTI and the Western Canadian Select (WCS), which was at $39.57 USD in September, is near an all-time high, 
as pipeline related issues continue to weigh on the WCS. The Canadian dollar appreciated modestly against the 
USD during Q3, closing at 77 cents. 

Canadian equities were down 0.6 percent as the Energy and Materials sectors fell. The Canadian fixed income 
market had a negative quarter due to rising rates; the FTSE TMX Universe Bond Index returned -1.0 percent in Q3.
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Summary of Outlook Views

The tables on the following pages provide a snapshot of our forward-looking observations on the key macroeconomic 
factors driving markets and the direction of specific asset classes.

Introduction to Segal Rogerscasey Canada’s Signals

Our global macro signals are represented by arrows that reflect select economic indicators’ impact on growth 
except for policy rates where they reflect directional movement. Grey-shaded boxes indicate a change in our view 
of a particular economic indicator from the previous quarter.

There is a set of five signals for each asset class, represented by shaded circles ranging from an above-normal return 
outlook (dark green) to a below-normal return outlook (dark red), with the middle circle indicating a neutral outlook 
(grey). The views represented for each of the asset classes are relative to our 10-year capital market assumptions.

If our views on an asset class change from quarter to quarter, that change is represented by an arrow that stretches 
from the previous quarter’s signal to that of the current quarter. 

Please note that in the Alternatives section of our asset class signals, Hedge Funds and Multi-Asset Class 
Solutions (MACS) were formerly considered together in a category called Absolute Return. Given the unique 
characteristics of each of these asset classes, we determined it appropriate to provide them their own distinct 
commentary and outlook.

Many of the graphs that Segal Rogerscasey Canada used to formulate our asset-class views for the Q3 Update 
to the 2018 Investment Outlook can be found in an online appendix. The graphs have been updated based on 
data as of September 30, 2018.

http://www2.segalco.com/CAN-Q3-2018-IO-Supp-Graphs.pdf
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Global Macro Signals and Outlook

Negative Neutral, Trending Lower Neutral Neutral, Trending Higher Positive

Key:

Market GDP Growth Inflation Policy Rate Currency Equity Valuations

Canada

Volatility surrounding trade eased a bit in Q3 with the announcement of the USMCA. Solid economic growth continues — GDP 
came in at 2.9% thanks to increased business demand and exports. BoC hiked interest rates 25 bps in early Q3 and again in 
early Q4, and the overnight rate now stands at 1.75%. Inflation trending up toward 2% target. The Canadian dollar appreciated 
modestly vs. USD during the quarter. Equities became cheaper QoQ vs. long-term averages.

U.S.

Q3 GDP growth came in at 3.5%, a bit lower than Q2’s 4.2%, but still strong. Expectations are for growth to moderate as the 
effect of tax cuts wears off. Inflation cooled slightly YoY, but remains above Fed’s 2% target. The Fed expectedly raised its policy 
rate for the third time in 2018 to a range of 2 to 2.25%. With unemployment hitting a 49-year low in September and inflation in 
target range, seems likely that the Fed would hike again in Q4 as it has previously forecast. USD rose against most major 
currencies, aiding U.S. investors’ returns, but perhaps hurting exports. Effect of tariffs becoming evident with disappointing 
earnings from some companies reliant on materials such as steel. Large and small caps still overvalued; mid caps in fair range.

Eurozone

An agreement between the U.S. and EU to work toward “zero tariffs” helped ease trade uncertainty in Q3. However, a rising  
USD and political risk with Brexit and Italy still loom over European markets. GDP growth slowed YoY in Q1 and Q2 and the 
projection is for a continued slowdown in Q3. Still, ECB expects policy tightening to begin sometime mid-2019. Inflation has  
been range-bound between 1 to 1.5% over the last several quarters, below the near-2% target. Equities still modestly cheap.

U.K.

Expectations for Q3 GDP are around 1.3% YoY, consistent with results from last few quarters. Still significant uncertainty 
surrounding Brexit. Inflation has been ticking downward. Like other global currencies, the pound fell vs. USD. U.K. stocks  
became cheaper than their long-term average during the quarter.

Japan

After a quarter of negative GDP in Q1, growth turned positive again in Q2. Policy rate still below zero, but doesn’t seem to be 
helping much to spur economy. Inflation picking back up after slide in Q2. Trade deal signed with EU to reduce or remove tariffs 
on almost all goods creates optimism. Depreciated yen boosts exports. Valuations still among the cheapest of developed world.

Developed Markets  

Note: Arrows reflect impact on growth except for policy rates where they reflect directional movement.
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Negative Neutral, Trending Lower Neutral Neutral, Trending Higher Positive

Key:

Market GDP Growth Inflation Policy Rate Currency Equity Valuations

China

GDP growth continues to slow. Inflation has been slowly and steadily increasing, and the central bank held rates steady. The  
yuan depreciated against the USD in Q3, and tariffs imposed by the U.S. are an obvious concern at this time. Chinese stocks  
still slightly undervalued.

Rest of EM N/A

A stronger USD and trade worries hurt emerging market stocks broadly again in Q3. As is the case with emerging markets, on  
a country by country basis there is dispersion. Brazil and India are growing and Mexico stabilized a bit after the signing of the 
USMCA. Meanwhile, economic and currency crises plagued Turkey and Argentina in Q3. Rising oil prices will help Russia. 
Valuations are near their long-term averages, but EM stocks are still priced attractively relative to the U.S. and international 
developed markets. 

Emerging Markets  

Note: Arrows reflect impact on growth except for policy rates where they reflect directional movement. 
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Asset Class Signals and Outlook

Key:

Below Normal Neutral Above Normal

Equities

Opportunity 
Set

Below-
Normal 
Return 

Outlook

Neutral 
Return 

Outlook  

Above- 
Normal 
Return 

Outlook Comments for Quarter

U.S. Large 
Cap    

Large cap (LC) still supported by solid earnings, but 
expectations for a U.S. economic slowdown may weigh  
on LC going forward. LC now looks significantly more 
expensive than small cap (SC). FAANG2 stocks could be 
negatively affected by future increased regulation.

U.S. Small 
Cap

Valuations now look more attractive relative to large caps, 
particularly after early October selloff. Tax reform should 
continue to benefit SC more relative to LC. Now may be  
a good time for investors to bring growth/value and large 
cap/small cap allocations into balance.

Int’l Dev. 
Large Cap 
(Unhedged)

Continued USD strength has weakened unhedged returns 
for U.S. investors. Valuations remain reasonable, though 
Eurozone growth continues to slow. Contagion risk from Italy 
budget standoff and Brexit hangs over international stocks.

Int’l Dev. 
Small Cap 
(Unhedged)

Similar concerns exist for both Int’l SC and LC: 
deteriorating economic fundamentals, currency and 
political risk. Valuations are still near long-term average 
indicating no relative value on a capitalization basis.

Emerging 
Markets 
(Unhedged)

Valuations relative to U.S. became even more attractive 
during Q3 and early October given EM equity’s weakness. 
Oil prices may rise, which could boost EM. Despite 
uncertainty surrounding individual countries, like Turkey 
and Argentina, EM’s economic prospects remain relatively 
strong in the near term.

These views represent our 12–18 month perspective relative to longer-term expectations (10+-year capital market assumptions).
Arrows represent the shift in our view from the previous quarter.

2  FAANG is an acronym for Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Netflix and Google.
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Key:

Below Normal Neutral Above Normal

Fixed Income

Opportunity 
Set

Below-
Normal 
Return 

Outlook

Neutral 
Return 

Outlook  

Above- 
Normal 
Return 

Outlook Comments for Quarter

U.S. Core    

Short-term interest rates increased again with another rate 
hike in September, though long rates rose as well in Q3. 
Higher-duration securities in the core space have been 
exposed to losses and expectations for still-higher rates 
indicate lower expected returns moving forward.

Non-U.S. 
Core 
(Hedged)

Interest rates around the world remain low, but have risen 
in 2018. Still, material duration embedded in the Global 
Aggregate index means investors are not being 
appropriately compensated for the interest-rate risk.

Emerging 
Market Debt 
(Hedged)

USD strengthening hurt EMD in Q3, but yields are still 
more compelling here than in most other fixed income 
categories. Given the currency performance difference,  
we favour USD-denominated EMD exposure at this time.

High Yield
Spreads remain tight with continued U.S. economic 
strength and low defaults. Spread levels not overly 
compelling for the amount of credit risk.

Bank Loans

As rates continue to rise, much investor demand for loans, 
especially from collateralized loan obligations (CLOs). 
Spreads remain tight in this environment. Covenant-lite 
issuance is still at a high.

Treasury 
Inflation-
Protected 
Securities 
(TIPS)

TIPS were negative in Q3 as inflation was relatively 
unchanged during the quarter. Still, breakevens remain 
above the Fed’s long-term 2% target, signaling investors’ 
expectations for higher future inflation as rates move up.

Structured 
Credit

CLOs are attractive now given the relative health of 
corporate earnings and the opportunity for higher income. 
The CLO structure makes CLOs more appealing than 
underlying bank loans at this time. Loan spreads in CLOs 
are extremely tight, but debt costs are at or near all-time 
lows for the asset class, making a compelling case for 
CLO equity should spreads widen.

Private Credit

Fundraising continues to set records and dry powder 
remains high. Covenant-lite issuance a major concern  
for the asset class. We recommend opportunistically 
accessing private credit strategies that are run by expert, 
long-tenured managers.

Long Bonds
Current yield/duration profile is unattractive. However,  
long bonds can still play an important role as an interest 
rate hedge for many plans.

Muncipals

Issuance down YoY. Yield and duration dynamic similar to 
Aggregate Index and spreads are near long-term lows. In 
second half of the year, additional rate hikes and midterm 
elections are risk factors.

These views represent our 12–18 month perspective relative to longer-term expectations (10+-year capital market assumptions).
Arrows represent the shift in our view from the previous quarter.
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Key:

Below Normal Neutral Above Normal

Alternatives

Opportunity 
Set

Below-
Normal 
Return 

Outlook

Neutral 
Return 

Outlook  

Above- 
Normal 
Return 

Outlook Comments for Quarter

Hedge Funds    

Non-directional strategies poised for positive gains given 
ongoing volatility and increasing capital market dispersion. 
Global trends involving rates, currencies and commodities 
will be supportive of Macro. Rising interest rates a plus for 
floating rate structured credit. Stable corporate earnings 
constructive for merger arbitrage, but may likewise dampen 
shorting and distressed credit alpha, although there will 
also be attractive but selective event-driven and special 
situation opportunities.

Multi-Asset 
Class 
Strategies 
(MACS)

   

Well-positioned to benefit from ongoing market dislocations 
given central bank policy diversion and global economic 
fundamentals dispersion. These dynamics afford managers 
the potential to tactfully navigate through a market defined 
by more sustained volatility and uncertainty. Rising rates 
will offer Risk Parity strategies the opportunity to acquire 
newly issued fixed income securities at attractive yields, 
which could be additive in a stressful market environment 
as current Fed policy stabilizes. Additionally, inflation-
targeted strategies also poised to benefit assuming a 
continuing steady, if unspectacular, growth scenario.

Private Equity

Although pace of distributions have decelerated of late 
along with the number and $ volume of M&A and IPO 
exits, overall realizations and exit liquidity for existing 
commitments is still at a traditionally high level and should 
support attractive returns over the near term. Mid-market 
buyouts, special situations and direct secondaries remain 
favourable. However, looming headwinds will potentially 
affect new forward commitments. Historically high levels of 
dry powder, increasing cost of debt capital and a potentially 
slowing global economy will force funds committed over 
the next few years to work harder to produce alpha in line 
with traditional expectations for the asset class. 

Real Estate

In later stages of current cycle. Core values remain 
elevated, but property net operating income growth 
flattening, and appreciation component is moderating.  
Cap rates across sectors are still low by historical levels 
with spread to U.S. Treasuries narrowing, but overall they 
appear to be stabilizing. Some modest increase in cap 
rates anticipated as Fed continues to tighten, which would 
negatively affect valuations. Dry powder at record high  
that pushes prices, and except for the upper end of  the 
multifamily market, supply remains mostly under control. 
Value add and opportunistic strategies — particularly in 
more modestly valued secondary cities — as well as 
developed Europe and niche investments are favoured.

These views represent our 12–18 month perspective relative to longer-term expectations (10+-year capital market assumptions).
Arrows represent the shift in our view from the previous quarter.

Continued on the next page
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Opportunity 
Set

Below-
Normal 
Return 

Outlook

Neutral 
Return 

Outlook  

Above- 
Normal 
Return 

Outlook Comments for Quarter

Infrastructure

Outlook aligns with longer-term asset class assumptions. 
Dry powder from robust fundraising now at historical level 
pushing discount rates lower and prices higher, especially 
for larger core assets. However, mid-market, value add 
projects represent more favourable fundamentals. Despite 
recently slower deal volume due to pricing, huge pent-up 
demand exists for private infrastructure projects which 
should support returns over the near term.

Commodities

Anticipated returns likely to be range-bound over the near 
term. A number of commodities are trading at or below 
their 50% of historical 10-year average, which suggests a 
favourable pricing scenario depending on evolving supply/
demand conditions. However, ongoing trade war continues 
to impact the agricultural sector along with select industrial 
metals further affected by vacillating global growth. Additional 
energy price increases possible given potential production 
disruptions from OPEC or continued bottleneck in U.S. 
crude distribution, along with steady global demand.

Energy

Oil prices anticipated to remain somewhat stable over the 
near term, although unpredictable given diverse global 
supply and demand factors. Sector will continue to exhibit 
renewed strength evidenced by increased U.S. production 
and exports, and recovering levels of debt issuance. 
Favoured sectors include operationally efficient upstream 
producers with efficient breakevens drilling in high-quality 
reserves, and midstream infrastructure poised to benefit 
from production surge and growing need for distribution 
facilities to resolve bottlenecks.

Timber

Modestly correcting near-term view influenced by slowing 
lumber exports, as well as a cooling of the new home 
construction market due to price softening, increased 
mortgage costs and a flattening growth rate in housing-
start permits. Additionally, there are regional pockets of 
oversupply that will take a few years to abate as domestic 
demand for lumber fluctuates with the broader economy. 
While there has been some benefit to U.S. softwoods due 
to the 21% tariff on Canadian lumber, it is not enough to 
alter the current more sober outlook.

Farmland

Near-term returns anticipated to reflect a recent moderating 
trend. Steady global demand for food will be supportive of 
performance, but asset appreciation component continues 
to decline. Ongoing trade tariffs will dampen crop production 
and exports. Although U.S. federal subsidies may help 
mitigate farmers’ trade losses in the near term, the longer 
outlook is unclear.

Alternatives (continued)

Key:

Below Normal Neutral Above Normal

These views represent our 12–18 month perspective relative to longer-term expectations (10+-year capital market assumptions).
Arrows represent the shift in our view from the previous quarter.
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